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ODD ONE OUT -  Vowel Practice: [´] (but) 
NAME:___________________ 

DATE:______________

 
One word in each group does not have the same vowel sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. but  nut memory food  sun 

1. Uh-oh  mutt mat other love 

2. won  sponge lucky does log 

3. rust  bone done tuxedo company 

4. blood  fun fool fuzzy funny 

5. husband  stomach uncle Monday vacuum 

6. mother  matter monkey mugger money 

7. brother  other cutter otter cousin 

8. lucky  walnut another blunder pudding 

9. drum  truck guest gust gun 

10.  once  only done young wonder 

11. wonder  sudden bug lovely wander 

12.  butter  thumb bunny homesick buffalo 

13.  hungry  gumbo locksmith love trust 

14.  buddy  rubber peanut puts sucks 

15.  summer  sunshine something tough soup 
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English-Zone.Com       Pronunciation Worksheet 

ODD ONE OUT - Vowel Practice: [´] (but) 
-ANSWER KEY-

 
One word in each group does not have the same vowel sound as the other words. Find it! 

  A B C D 
Ex. but C nut memory food  sun 

1. Uh-oh B mutt mat other love 

2. won D sponge lucky does log 

3. rust A bone done tuxedo company 

4. blood B fun fool fuzzy funny 

5. husband D stomach uncle Monday vacuum 

6. mother A matter monkey mugger money 

7. brother C other cutter otter cousin 

8. lucky D walnut another blunder pudding 

9. drum B truck guest gust gun 

10.  once A only done young wonder 

11. wonder D sudden bug lovely wander 

12.  butter C thumb bunny homesick buffalo 

13.  hungry B gumbo locksmith love trust 

14.  buddy C rubber peanut puts sucks 

15.  summer D sunshine something tough soup 
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